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Speaking of improvements, there are many solutions that have been
provided by students and teachers of Equipo Academy. For example, a
teacher who shall stay anonymous said, “We could get rid of the Reading
Zone completely. At least for the afternoon”. This would give more time to
work on assignments, improve student grades, and improve the student
grade average. Another solution would be to just bring back things like
scholar hour, even if it would be a huge commitment for teachers. It does
seem like Equipo agrees, though, as of this writing there will be Saturday
school at least for this week. So it is obvious that someone at the top realizes
that tutoring time is an insufficient solution.

Overall, the student body can agree that tutoring time is ultimately unhelpful. Including the
reading zone into it overpowers the amount of time that students take to effectively make positive
changes for their grades. Reading zone takes up half the classroom time, leaving only a half-hour
of work done, which could otherwise be done in one class time but has to be extended to both
extracurricular class times because of the reading zone. The reading zone should instead be in
the morning so that tutoring time can be productive. In the end something must be done with
torturing time because as of right now it is highly unproductive. 

Tutoring time now consists of reading zone from 3:05 - 3:25 and
whatever time is left until 4 is used up as your tutoring time. This
leads to tutoring time being realistically at best 30 minutes a week
on a Monday, not exactly an ample amount of time to fix
schoolwork. Not to mention that this is only done on Monday for a
single class every week. By single class we mean one class that a
teacher requests you to come in and fix your grade in. You also can’t
leave that class to go to another to fix your other grades even if your
work is done.

- OPINION -
TUTORING TIME IS

DEEPLY FLAWED AND
INEFFECTIVE

For those who experienced scholar hour (after school
tutoring), this year's version leaves much to be desired. In
fact, few actually agree with it, as for those who are busy
after school and have things such as work this may be their
only option. Considering the few of us who have too much
on our plate outside of school, in school tutoring time is a
lifesaver but it is our own personal belief that we can do
better. 





CAPTAIN AMERICA:
THE WINTER SOLIDER

REVIEW

 

   Captain America The Winter Soldier is a decently made movie.
Throughout the movie, you are given amazing visuals. The
directors managed to get the choreographers to come up with
moves that match the intensity of the scenes. All the characters
have their own style of fighting. Some of the most interesting
characters are introduced in this movie, so their fighting style
gives them character. There is a balance between developing plot
and characters and showing the action. 
    When understood, the plot can be very interesting, with many
twists and turns, you are constantly enthralled. Throughout the
movie, it is shown just how bad the situation is for the heroes.
Additionally, with the goal of the antagonist, steaks are built and you
can feel the intensity. Amidst this intensity, the true nature of the
characters’ is shown. You see whether they are willing to put their
life on the one or if they are the type to fold under pressure.
    While this movie does some good things like the unique characters,
it also has its downfalls. The whole movie focuses on the conflict of
“World Domination.” Though this conflict is not bad, it is something
that has been seen in many other movies and this movie specifically
does not stand out over other movies. 
   Most characters are not developed thoroughly because the movie
focuses too much on the plot and its plot twists. For example the
character of Falcon is introduced as a guy who is from the military
and is supposed to be a pilot. However we later find out he is not
your average pilot. A little more explanation on who the characters
are would help new watchers understand what is going on better. 



Every car is not a JDM car. JDM specifically means a vehicle that was produced
with the intent of being sold in Japan, and not outside of the country. An
American market Japanese car such as the Nissan 240SX is not a Japanese
domestic market car as it was sold in the American domestic market. There are
also regular cars like nissan, toyota and more.

Most JDM cars are old and you can get them for cheap. If you buy used, you
will be able to put more money in the modifications and not that much on the
car. Be sure to source a car in better-than-average condition. Some cheap JDM
cars you can buy are Toyota Celica GT-S 7th Generation, via Motor Trend, Acura
RSX Type-S. via Supercars, Infiniti G35, via Pinterest, Mazda Miata NB. via
Auto123, Mitsubishi Lancer Ralliart, Subaru Legacy 2.5GT Spec, Lexus SC 300. 

Before spending a small fortune, almost all 1997 or newer JDM cars are illegal
in the U.S. JDM cars are illegal because the steering wheel is on the right side
of the car. Owning or driving illegal JDM cars is worse than being in possession
of drugs or owning an automatic weapon. The Imported Vehicle Safety
Compliance Act stops alot of JDM cars from being imported. People still try to
bring them in without going through the lengthy and costly testing and
federalization process.

JDM cars are very easy to find. They are usually found in places like japan; and
on websites. You can also find stuff to modify your car. Items also used for the
outside and inside. These items vary from prices depending on how good or
nice you want it to be. Some of these tunes and more.  

BY:  CESAR,  RICKY,  LUIS

WHAT ARE JDM CARS?



S C A R Y  S T O R I E S

B R O U G H T  T O  Y O U  B Y  - O C C U L T  O U T C A S T  F R E Q U E N C Y

There is a haunted house where every night a bloody gutted crow fell from the chimney. Every awakening
night there would always be a dismayed corpse. Blood sprouted out its eye with a Gutted open chest

covering the nearby wall, as it bounced off the crooked wooden blank floors. Every single one was a victim
that came to the outskirts of the town as it was the middle vibrating season. At least... that’s what the

towns folks would say. I wouldn't know well tho I only been here for about a week it was, after all a New
town for me. I live with a mid-aged man. He is a very controlling and demanding man.We barely settled

down and he was already being protective and putting down rules and bounderings. Unlike him I'm more of
an introspective type of person. Meaning I examine almost everything like one's own actions, thoughts and
emotions. For those fortunate people who have a happy family, be glad to have such freedom .From what I
could tell this town was a community.. you know the ones being you leave your door wide open and no-
one rob's you... things like that. But that's not important- at least for you.. You see recently there has
been a rumor one that just caught my attention. Apparently the police had dragged away a madman that
was hiding in this town. As they took him away he screamed that his sacrifices were the only thing that

kept the peace contained.With all honesty while I will miss the easy meals it will be good to finally be able
to stretch my wings again. 

-Julissa Carbajal

Rumor's



MONSTERS DON'T
EXIST(RIGHT?)
BY: ALBERTO

CHAVEZ

Oh Lisa, this is the
main reason why I
married you, you

always make jokes

Lester, I am starting to worry
about our son, he keeps 

saying that a monster is in
his room.   

OK, OK, I will
go check on 

our son
LESTER,

THIS
IS

SERIOUS!!

Well that was fast, how 
did we get here in such
a short amount of time? THE BUDGET RAN OUT 

OR SOMETHING, BUT WHO
CARES!! WE NEED TO

CHECK UP ON OUR SON
 

MOM, DAD, WHAT 
ARE YOU DOING

HERE!!

ROARRR!!

I KNEW IT!!!!!!!


